Interview with OMI Founder, Thom
Rogers
It is always interesting to see new and innovative ways people are using to affect change in business. I met
Thom Rogers, CEO of Optimal Modification Inc. awhile back and found his use of conciousness
technologies to help companies realize their full energetic potential very interesting.
I caught up with Thom over the phone a few days ago and he agreed to answer a few questions for our
blog.
Q: Tell us a bit about what you do?
A: I am growing and creating an amazing “Quantum Company” called Optimal Modification, now six
years in the making as of 2011. We have broken new ground in assisting businesses to truly optimize the
energetic infrastructure within their business. This in turn deepens alignment for their success outflows.
OMI draws upon advanced consciousness technologies allowing and enabling a business to direct full
alignment and attunement to its goals, mission, vision, optimal outcomes, values and key foundational
principles (what Jakob refers to as the company manifesto).
I serve as a facilitator with our clients connecting through conferencing lines during the OMI sessions. I
must say that each of the last 30 years of working within the healing profession has well served me to
develop the skills I now have to be a facilitator for OMI.
Visiting our website can give you many clues as to just what it is I do and how it positively impacts
companies.
Q: How did you get interested in this path?
A: As a Doctor of Chiropractic, I have been thoroughly trained to help resolve issues and conditions within
or affecting the human mind body. I have studied vast numbers of energetic techniques all listed on my
healing website at www. ThomasRogersDC. Many of my understandings and skills have cross application
when addressing business entities, organizations and the Quantum Field.
During all the years of my professional career, I have quested to know more and bring greater effective
solutions to my patients and clients. It’s been ingrained within my nature since early on in life. This quest
bifurcated about 8 years ago after my discovery of a highly advanced quantum- based technology often
producing effective, super fast changes in my patients. It surpassed in scope and applicability all modalities
and techniques I had used or studied in the past. It was so exciting it literally “ blew me away” to say it
lightly. I utilized the work to effect changes and healings in humans, animals, trees and other aspects of
nature so I thought to myself, could business organizations be accessed to make a significant difference in
their existence and intention with this underlying approach that I had been learning and using? Would they
also respond on a larger than individual scale?
Business was strongly in my family background and in my UK and USA studies majoring in economics. I
worked within high level communication corporations in my early years and concomitantly started down
the road of MBA at University of Indiana.
Six plus years ago, it really appealed to me to see if I could innovate, using this new quantum and intention
focused technology reinforced with scalar technologies and apply it to businesses to further influence the
success of the organization. I learned from each failure while each discovery led to another, ultimately
creating Optimal Modification Inc. (OMI), the company I head today as CEO. My interest grew as I
witnessed many companies having beneficial changes that could be perceived to stem from our work.
Q: Why do you think this is important to businesses today?

A: This is a great question and I am glad you asked this. There are quite a few good reasons.
Law of Economy comes to mind first. If you have a company, you are already invested in your resources
including its people places and things. If you can create a greater frequency for your company with which
it can attract from the FIELD that which it needs for its growth and continuation, then why not do it? OMI
makes better use of a company’s unutilized capacities of the resources already in place without more and
more investment.
The importance of working to enhance the energetic fields of a business allows a company to harness more
of its potential with which to experience success. You might choose to reread this statement again as it truly
is something that happens. There is much a company can benefit from when energetically harmonized,
aligned and attuned, including the bottom line.
It is also important due to a number of factors, including awareness that OMI can play a big role in
assisting the clarity of the big picture of where your company is going. It can significantly assist in
overcoming hidden or encountered obstacles or changes in direction when needed, including new trends. It
definitely helps increase and fuel company success momentum. Your team often becomes more effective,
passion increases and flow gets to be more experienced.
We are forging a way for a company to accelerate its potentials and more fully realize its mission, vision
and goals. It is important that companies learn to work smarter and not necessarily always harder. OMI’s
system identifies and corrects “self-limiting inefficiencies and errors that are so costly to every type of
business” and which, in the past, were “so very difficult to define and resolve”. Much forward progress can
occur when you are affecting change in the inner order of life from which manifests the outer order where a
company takes action and sees results.
Q: What was your greatest success story using your methodology?
A: It is really unfair to think of just one greatest success. There have been many. Often, keep in mind that
even small changes can mean big things for a company as well.
Lets begin with recent and work back though time.
One company that comes to mind is Avenstar in Colorado. Avenstar has received only two OMI
alignment sessions to date. After each session so many synchronous events came about that were surprising
and deeply welcomed. Their revenues went up after months of down economy, they began attracting many
key people with which to film to support their upcoming major film project Openings. They attracted the
right internal support people as well as made connections with people who could get the movie out into a
large public world stage domain. Things have gone from bust to boom for them on levels most companies
would love to experience. Stay tuned for the movie to be released soon.
A second company is Legacy Properties West, a reality company in Durango, Colorado, Here is what they
reported “ This spring, we were putting together a combination of three contiguous properties for a sale to
one individual. We were hoping this would transpire since it would account for a significant percent of our
year’s projected income. Prior to our OMI attunement, it looked like the obstacles were insurmountable
and yet after our attunement and the detailed work Thom did clearing all the energetic blocks, the sale came
through” (I would like to inject here that the obstacles looked like they would be impossible to overcome
based on the types of individuals and circumstances involved. And it was a very large transaction as well.
Yet, the seeming impossible became possible after the attunements. That is a big wow.)
Q: Do you think the future of how we look at business is changing?
A: Yes, this has to be the case. At the rate of consciousness expansion going on within the peoples of the
earth, it’s inevitable.
Businesses are energetic entities and they can be assessed and have welcomed changes take place by
aligning them as an energetic entity. It is really a new ball game. And a good one too! This truly opens
the door for so many possibilities once this paradigm gets more ingrained within the consciousness. It only
makes sense that sooner or later more owners and boards will come to see that alignment is everything and
the better you bring about alignment within a company, the more powerful becomes your business in terms

of creation and success. And the more fun it is too because you know you are working and co creating with
life itself!
Q: Right now, your technology is considered a bit progressive for more mainstream businesses, what
would you tell skeptics?
A: Keep an open mind. Without an open mind, you will never be able to allow even the possibility of
something greater to enter into your sphere of experience. Let results be the proof rather than dismissing
something just because it has not yet entered within your consciousness that there may something to this!
And remember whatever you are observing or focusing on is creating that which you are seeing. That is
the rule within quantum physics.
You are not just the outside observer. If you do not believe something can work, then you feed that story
and create it to not have that something show up in your life in a positive way. There are so many illusions
that block higher alignment for higher flow so welcome the possibility that you may be part of the very
solution.
Mr. Burnett had this to say:
“At first people refuse to believe that a strange new thing can be done. ?Then they begin to hope it can be
done. ??THEN THEY SEE IT CAN BE DONE. ??Then it is done and all the world ?wonders why it wasn’t
done centuries ago”.

	
  

